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ABSTRACT 

The Solid Precipitation Intercomparison Experiment (SPICE) is the ongoing WMO experimental 
initiative concerning solid precipitation measurement instruments. An initial laboratory phase was 
focused on the performance assessment of the OTT Pluvio2 weighing gauge (WG) and the 
GEONOR T-200 vibrating-wire gauge (VWG) under controlled low rainfall intensity (RI) regimes. 
These two automatic precipitation gauges were indeed proposed as potential in-situ field reference 
instruments for the scheduled comparative experimental activity of the SPICE project in the field. 
The choice is also supported by the demonstrated good performance under previous constant flow 
rate calibration efforts. Notwithstanding the robustness of the results achieved, in terms of time-
averaged RI, the measurement accuracy under time-varying RI at the time resolution of one minute 
is still largely unknown. The most relevant issues are due to the evidence that instantaneous RI 
indications of the weighing sensors suffer from considerable dispersion around the mean value, 
which raises the necessity of collecting a consistent number of filtered samples (and waiting for a 
significant time interval) in order to obtain a good estimation of the average RI. In addition, the 
sensitivity of the gauges to external disturbing factors such as wind and non-perfectly-steady 
installation conditions would inevitably tend to amplify the scattering of RI measurements. 

This work shows the preliminary results of the SPICE laboratory activity evaluated by aggregating 
the output of the Pluvio2 and T-200 RI measurements at a one-minute time resolution. The tests 
were carried out after installing the two instruments inside an environmental chamber located at 
the Italian Air Force Chemical Department of Pratica di Mare (Roma) and simulating constant 
reference RIs equal to 10, 5, 3, 1.2 mm/h with a remote controlled flowrate generator. A  
comparison of results obtained at three different environmental temperatures (equal to -5, 0 and +5 
°C) is also reported. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

The consistency between precipitation related measured variables such as cumulative depth h 
(mm) and “instantaneous” RI (mm/h) is a key factor for the suitable validation of point observations. 
Both laboratory and infield intercomparison campaigns were carried out within WMO with the aim 
of evaluating the rain gauge measurement accuracy based on the calculation of the precipitated 
water depth as the integral of the “instantaneous” RI over the output time resolution. Although the 
link between the two variables is evident, it was often observed that the calculation performed by 
the instrument data-logger provide inconsistent indications for the same time interval. This may be 
caused by the sampling limitations of the instrument  or the employment of RI correction algorithms 
that do not apply to the cumulated variable as well.  

As a partner of the ongoing WMO Solid Precipitation InterComparison Experiment (SPICE), the 
laboratory of the WMO/CIMO Lead Centre “B. Castelli” on Precipitation Intensity (LC) carried out 
investigations at around freezing ambient temperatures and low rainfall intensity values (typical of 
solid precipitation) focusing on the two rain gauges previously selected as reference instruments 
for the SPICE infield campaign: the OTT Pluvio2 weighing gauge (WG) and the GEONOR T200B 
three vibrating wires gauge (VWG). The employment of these two gauges as field reference 
instruments requires a complete description of their measurement accuracy and repeatability, at 
leastunder laboratory controlled conditions.. Past investigations performed in the field on the 
T200R VWG confirmed the time stability of the calibration parameters and negligible changes in 
the cumulated rain measurements under temperature gradients (Duchon, 2002, 2008).  

Laboratory results obtained at low precipitation intensities are here presented in terms of the 
relative percentage errors e (%), as usual for liquid precipitation testing characterized by more 
severe RI reference values. The present activity takes advantage of an environmental chamber, 
located at the Air Force Base of Pratica di Mare, for varying the testing conditions (temperature, 
relative humidity and measured evaporation of the testing fluid) meanwhile the simulation of RI is 
performed by a validated continuos flow pumping system. The same rainfall generator was already 
exploited  in previous laboratory efforts (Colli et al., 2012) aimed to evaluate the dynamic response 
of the two rain gauges under time-varying RI. Non negligible  effects were highlighted in that work 
on the RI measurement accuracy at one minute time resolution. 

 

TEST METHODOLOGY 

 

The low rainfall intensity simulation system is based on a suitably calibrated precision pump; the 
water is supplied to the pump under constant hydraulic head, guaranteed by a column reservoir 
(Fig. 1), with the aim of maintaining constant generation characteristics during the tests. 

The pumping system is hence endowed with well-know performance evaluated in terms of 
maximum percentage residual error and its maximum standard deviation (representative of the 
pumping repeatability) as showed in Table 1.  

 

 



Tab.1: Operative range of the low flow rates 
Qref generation system, maximum values of 
the residual percentage relative error eres and 
its standard deviation. 

Qref Max(|eres|) Max(st.dev.(eres))
ml/min % % 
0.35-18 0.4 1.9 

 

 

 

Fig.1: The constant rainfall simulation system and 
the evaporation measuring sample 

 

Avoiding the freezing of the testing fluid was possible using an ethylene glycol dimethyl ether 
solution which remains in liquid phase at testing temperatures equal to -5, 0 and +5 °C. The 
automatic monitoring and adjustment of the environmental temperature was possible by effecting 
the tests inside an environmental chamber (Fig. 3) meanwhile a manual check of the fluid density 
(Fig. 2), temperature and evaporation was performed at various ambient temperatures.  
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Fig.2: Measured density (ρ) of ethylene glycol dimethyl ether testing fluid 
and distilled water versus liquid temperature (T) 

 

The investigation is performed by generating four different constant RIs equal to 1.2, 3 ,5 and 10 
mm/h with variable duration as required to collect at least 100 gr of liquid inside the rain gauge 
bucket. Table 2 reports the average environmental temperature and evaporation (in terms of 
negative values of RIevap) which are demonstrated to be not significant in the rain gauges accuracy 
evaluation even at the lowest RI. Three repetitions of the four values of simulated RI are effected at 
different environmental temperatures (-5, 0 and +5° C) for both the candidate reference rain 
gauges involved in SPICE. 

 

Tab.2: Environmental chamber 
average temperature (Tenv), relative 
humidity (RHenv), and testing media 
evaporation in terms of rainfall 
intensity (RIevap) 

avg(RIevap) avg(Tenv) avg(RHenv)
mm/h °C % 
-0.01 4.2 85 
-0.02 0.5 70.3 
-0.02 -5.8 71.7 

   
 

The RI (mm/h) is calculated every 6 seconds as function of the current water depth  ht (mm) and 
the one evaluated 120 seconds before, ht-120  (mm), as follow: 
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For the Pluvio2 WG, ht is constituted by the “Bucket RT” output string meanwhile the current water 
depth sensed by T200B VWG is retrieved converting the three wires frequencies through a 
calibration equation provided by the manufacturer. 

Furthermore, RI2min measurements are calculated referring to the last two minutes of observation 
by averaging the RI  values contained within this time interval. This operation is convenient in order 
to operate a softening effect on the 6-seconds refreshing RI time series, reducing the 
measurement oscillations and the sensors noise which become relevant in this very low range of 
rainfall intensity. The results are reported in terms of percentage deviation of the rain gauge 
measurement with respect to the actual simulated rainfall intensity RIref, and is calculated as follow: 
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Fig.3: The GEONOR T-200b rain gauge and 
the environmental chamber testing system  
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
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A general overview of the rain gauges accuracy can be obtained by averaging the relative 
percentage errors over the duration of the single runs and reporting the values as a function of the 
generated RI and environmental temperature (see Table 3). 

 

Tab.3: Measurement accuracy in terms of average percentage relative errors (eavg) with 
varying the environmental temperature (T) and the simulated rainfall intensity (RIref) 

 OTT GEONOR 
RIref 10 mm/h 5 mm/h 3 mm/h 1.2 mm/h 10 mm/h 5 mm/h 3 mm/h 1.2 mm/h 

T eavg eavg eavg eavg eavg eavg eavg eavg 
°C % % % % % % % % 

-5 -1.3 -2.0 -1.4 -3.5 -1.1 -1.4 -1.2 1.8 
0 -3.5 -3.1 -2.3 -0.9 -2.0 -1.2 -1.8 -0.1 
5 -1.2 -3.8 -3.9 -2.2 -2.3 -3.2 -2.0 -0.5 

 

For both instruments the relative errors fall within the +/- 5 % limits with no evident trend upon 
varying the RIref , with a general underestimation. The Pluvio2 WG seems not be effected by 
decreasing the environmental temperature, unlike the T200B VWG which presents decreasing eavg 
when increasing the temperature, with a minimum of -3.2 % observed at RIref = 5 mm/h and T = 5 
°C. 

An indication of the RI2min measurement repeatability within the same test run is reported 
representing the standard deviation of the relative percentage error in the same form (see Table 4). 

Table 4: Measurement precision in terms of standard deviation of the percentage relative errors 
(dev.st(eavg)) when varying the environmental temperature (T) and the simulated rainfall intensity 
(RIref) 

 OTT GEONOR 
RIref 10 mm/h 5 mm/h 3 mm/h 1.2 mm/h 10 mm/h 5 mm/h 3 mm/h 1.2 mm/h 

T dev.st.(e) dev.st.(e) dev.st.(e) dev.st.(e) dev.st.(e) dev.st.(e) dev.st.(e) dev.st.(e) 
°C % % % % % % % % 

-5 1.7 5.5 3.6 8.2 5.2 9.0 16.0 40.1 
0 1.9 2.5 3.8 7.2 4.8 8.4 16.4 38.5 
5 2.3 2.5 3.6 7.6 4.4 10.1 16.2 42.7 

 

While the temperature does not appreciably affect the stability of RI2min, both instruments feature a 
strong sensitivity to decreasing rainfall intensity with a strong worsening of the measurement 
repeatability. Considering an environmental temperature equal to -5 °C the  
Pluvio2 WG standard deviation increases from 1.7 % at RIref = 10 mm/h to 8.2% at RIref = 1.2 mm/h. 
Even worst results are featured by the T200B VWG with the same test conditions with a standard 
deviation increase from 5.2 % to 40.1 %. 

In overall terms, two important indications raises from this preliminary SPICE investigation carried 
out by the WMO/CIMO Lead Centre on Precipitation Intensity. First, the two tested rain gauges did 



not show any noticeable sensitivity to the ambient temperature regime. The second relevant 
outcome of the work is that, even if the measured errors would respect the WMO limits of +/-5% in 
averaged terms within the snowfall intensity ranges and consistent ambient temperatures, a 
significant lack of repeatability has been observed when decreasing the generated RIref. It has 
been also revealed that the Pluvio2 WG generally gives the lower standard deviations if compared 
with the T200B VWG.  

The spread of the RImeas at two-minutes resolution around the correct value for each test carried 
out in the environmental chamber is visualized through the box plot representation in Figures  4, 5 
and 6 at the three different ambient temperatures respectively.  

 

 

 

Fig.4: Relative percentage error e of RI measurements at two-minutes resolution 
for the GEONOR T200B and OTT PLUVIO2 at the ambient temperature T = - 5°C. 
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Fig.5: Relative percentage error e of RI measurements at two-minutes resolution 
for the GEONOR T200B and OTT PLUVIO2 at the ambient temperature T = 0°C. 
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Fig.6: Relative percentage error e of RI measurements at two-minutes resolution 
for the GEONOR T200B and OTT PLUVIO2 at the ambient temperature T = +5°C. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

 

Two important indications come from this preliminary SPICE investigation carried out by the 
WMO/CIMO Lead Centre on Precipitation Intensity. First, the two tested rain gauges did not show 
any noticeable sensitivity to the ambient temperature regime, this would exclude any deviation of 
the sensors performance when moving from the laboratory conditions to the infield snowing 
weather because of the temperature. The second relevant outcome of the work is that, even if the 
observed errors are verified to respect the WMO accuracy limits of +/-5% in averaged terms within 
the snowfall intensity ranges and consistent temperatures, a significant reduction of the 
measurement repeatability has been observed with decresing the generated RIref. This would 
outcrop the effects of intrinsic sensor characteristics such as the sensitivity and the residual white 
noises. In addition to these evidences particular attention should be paid when very low RI are 
sought on real world installations, to the worsen effect of the wind-drove pressure gradient 
developing from the rain gauges orifice to the bucket. The matter will be object of further 
investigations within the SPICE initiative. In the present work it has also been revealed that the 
Pluvio2 WG measurements generally are endowed with better stability, under steady test 
conditions, than those obtained from the T200B VWG.  
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